[Dissolution enthalpies of DL-alpha-alanine and dipeptides of aliphatic series in aqueous solutions of KCl].
The integrated enthalpies of dissolution DeltasolH(m) of DL-alpha-alanine, DL-alpha-alanyl-glycine, DL-alpha-alanyl-beta-alanine, DL-alpha-alanyl-DL-alpha-alanine and L-alpha-alanyl-L-alpha-alanine in mixtures of water with KCl have been measured at concentrations of electrolyte up to 4 mole/kg (T=298.15 K). On the basis of the data obtained, the standard enthalpies of dissolution (DeltasolH(0)) and transfer (DeltatrH(0)) of the amino acids and dipeptides from water to aqueous solutions with KCl were determined. It was found that the dependences DeltatrH(0) = f(X2) for all systems have extreme character, which indicates different mode of interactions between the components of the solution in different ranges of electrolyte concentration. Within the framework of the formalism of the McMillan-Mayers theory, the enthalpic pair coefficients of interaction of hxy biomolecules with KCl estimated. The coefficients are discussed in terms of the integral enthalpic effects of interactions between the components in aqueous solutions and the structural features of solutes.